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ABSTRACT 
 
The objective of our study is to focus on the basic concepts of the medical information systems used for the 

management of IT information taking place in a hospital center and to share the information in databases 

depending on its use [2]. Nowadays, many softwares exist for the management of information in a hospital. 

The professional applications are oriented towards invoicing and accounting, while our application 

focuses on the systems used in a hospital center such as system of medical services, accounting system, 

storage system, human resources system, and administrative system (Figure 1)... These systems are 

considered as subsystems which make up the global system [1]. Our hospital information system is based 

on different the subsystems for the management of: laboratory results, clinic, images, pharmalogical, and 

pathological results[8]... So, this rate of huge information must be handled by a database management 

system like SQL [4,5], and its concept must be detailed using a language like UML [6]. In addition, the 

graphical user interface (gui)  [19] is essential to complete our work, by using the software Visual Basic 

[10, 11], in order to achieve our software the manipulation of data must have a calibration between the 

execution time and the amount of data storage[14,15,20]. Hence, the distribution of databases is done 

according to their rate of use is an encouraging solution 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

 
Our work will in general be on the edge between informatics and medicine. This arises the 

question of use of the technologies of the information and the communication aiming to improve 

medical practices. The science of processing medical information affects deeply the medicine 

Therefore, the medical information system is the one containing many subsystems [27] (Figure 1) 

that communicate with each other by using patient identity [13]. This information should be 

distributed by a set of databases according to the constraints and effective criteria, allowing to 

manipulate the data in a time by considering the increase and performance of technology 

according to material and software levels and together with the rate of necessary information 

needed to satisfy the answers of all the questions put by the actors of Hospital Information 

System (HIS). The hospital is a place where the rate of use of information is an important 

parameter for the partition of archiving the information. 
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Why a science of medical information? 
Approaching the question by a series of interrogations. How to store and reuse medical 

information? How to model medical knowledge so that it can be exploited without ambiguity? 

Can we imagine a processing information system that is able to manage all medical specialties? 

The generated information by a hospital can be extremely useful information in a careful context. 

 

2. PATIENT IDENTIFICATION 

 
The information systems assign a unique number for the identification of patients.  This number 

is called the unique identity in the considered identification domain. This domain defined by the 

grouping of hospital information systems (GMHIS) within a health center allows all the 

applications to give the same identity for the same patient. It is clear that the multiple methods 

can be proposed for assigning a unique identity to the same physical person.  

 

In most HIS, the patient identity is an information that respects the criteria given by « The 

American Standards for Testing and Materials » (ASTM) [12], which is a group of information 

(characters) which from on hand belongs to personal information and on the other hand give 

information allowing simple manipulation of data using queries put in the relational database 

management system (RDBMS)  [7]. 

 

In our case, the patient identity is a unique number that will be first assigned to a patient in a 

hospital center as a primary key ( i.e. unique non-duplicate key), and then it will be assigned to 

this patient for each entrance to the hospital center as a foreign key (i.e. a reference key for the 

primary key) (Figure 2). 
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Figure 2 Primary key and foreign key of a patient 

 
Personal information and criteria given by [12] will be respected and assured by the link between 

primary key and the personal information that are necessary to assure a unique identity of the 

patient (Figure 3).  

 

 

Figure 3 Personal information needed to identify a patient (done by software CheBHosp) 

 

3. THE EVOLUTION OF THE ARCHITECTURE OF HEALTH INFORMATION 

SYSTEMS (HIS) 

 
The architecture of health information systems followed the same evolution as other domains 

(banks, industries, etc…). By a horizontal approach (a centralized architecture in the 70s) where 

all information is once caught and is accessible through all posts, to a vertical approach (by 

department) where each department has its proper application. Nowadays, the architecture of HIS 

tends to be distributed and applications are integrated the ones to the others by an approach of 

service-oriented of grid type. For example, university hospitals of Genève were the first allowed 

to put a service-oriented architecture [3] by using a hospital function and avoiding the vertical 

approach. 
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The computerization of health care facilities has a socio-economic aspect. In fact, technical 

information improves inter-service communication, and pushes forward the administrative 

management of a hospital, the management of a pharmacy or radiology. To achieve these 

objectives, we have to collect and store medical information to be able to query and use it for 

analysis. 

 

In this paper, we are particularly interested in the implementation of necessary tools and methods 

to share the information that has a known meaning and quality. The data and knowledge are 

stored in information systems according to their specific structure. The way information is stored 

depends on its use. 

 

Definition: an entity (table) is classified as a constant entity (constant table) when the number 

of occurrences (records) does not change over time. For example: the entity ICD10 (International 

Classification of Diseases), entity of doctors, entity of drugs are classified as constant entities. 

 

Definition: the information is classified as active information if its consultation or its 

manipulation will be done in a short period of time. For example: information about a patient that 

are used for the treatment in a hospital center, are classified as active information. 

 

Definition: the rate of use n% of a database is a natural number that represents the percentage of 

manipulating and consulting of a set of information. 

 

Remark: the rate of use of active information is equal to 100%. In contrast, the rate of 

information of patients leaving hospitals before more than 10 years id equal to 1%. 

 

4.  PARTITION OF INFORMATION 

 
Nowadays, to make analysis of data, it is necessary to integrate the data in different services, and 

to implement technical solutions to make a quick interrogation of a huge amount of data [9]. The 

architecture of HIS will be characterized by using data throughout time, for example information 

of a patient during his existence at the hospital center is used and requested in a period that does 

not exceed at least two or three times a day, which makes our case and our solution like the active 

information with a rate of use equal to 100%. We can divide this information into a database that 

will be indexed by 1 (Data1), but the other information will be distributed according to their rate 

of use n over databases Datai (i=100-n+1)  (Figure 4). For this, sub-division of information into 

many databases (Data1, Data2,…, Datan) that have the same structure of tables must ensure a good 

performance of a such HIS, which yields a stability of the execution time of queries and depends 

only on the number of beds that can be assured by such a hospital center. 

 

 

Figure 4 Partition of information according to the rate of use 
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The period and the partition of databases in some hospital centers is a free choice for the hospital 

according to the performance between the evolution of technology and the amount of information 

to ensure a good performance for the manipulation of information. 

 

Remark: Period i in figure 4 is equivalent to the number n of rate of use of information in the 

databases Datai (i=100-n+1). 

 

5. CONSTANT ENTITIES OF HIS 

 
Entities of HIS for a medical subsystem are classified as constant entities and have direct relation 

(association) to the patient’s information. This set of constants entities are integrated into a 

relational data base management system (RDBMS) by one database called DATAPRIX. Here are 

some tables of DATAPRIX: 

 

DIAGNOSE(#CODE varchar(10), DESCRIP varchar(200), USER varchar(20), GEL bit) =Entity 

information of ICD10. 

 

DOCTORS(#ADMI varchar(3), NOM varchar(50), #CODESPECIALITE varchar(3), ADRESSE  

varchar(200), TEL varchar(20), ACCOUNT varchar(10),…)=Entity of personal information of 

doctors, we must mention that the attribute ACCOUNT is an information which relates doctor to 

the accounting subsystem. 

 

ASSURANCE(#ADMI varchar(3), NOM varchar(50), ADRESSE  varchar(200), TEL 

varchar(20), ACCOUNT varchar(10), COVER float, …)=Entity of information about insurance 

companies. 

 

LBDAT(#CODE varchar(10), DESCRIP varchar(200), USER varchar(20), LBL float, GEL bit, 

CNOMLAB varchar(10), ACCOUNT varchar(10)…)=Entity of laboratory information (CBCD, 

WBC, RBC,…). 

 

ECDAT(#CODE varchar(10), DESCRIP varchar(200), USER varchar(20), ECK float,  ECAPP 

float, GEL bit, ACCOUNT varchar(10)…)=Entity of information ECG, EEG, ECC.. , their use 

indicates a coefficient ECK of how many times it will be payed to doctor. And another ECAAP 

will be payed to hospital. 

 

OPDAT(#CODE varchar(10), DESCRIP varchar(200), USER varchar(20), OPO float,  OPK 

float, OPR float,  GEL bit, ACCOUNT varchar(10)…)=Entity of operations information 

(example: Code=A9000L, Descrip=Drainage external ear, abscess or hematoma: simple) 

 

RDDAT(#CODE varchar(10), DESCRIP varchar(200), USER varchar(20),2 RDR float,  ECAPP 

float, GEL bit, ACCOUNT varchar(10)…)=Entity of Radiology Information (MANDIBLE, 

UNILATERAL, FACIAL BONES,…) 

 

PTDAT(#CODE varchar(10), DESCRIP varchar(200), USER varchar(20), PTA float,  GEL bit, 

ACCOUNT varchar(10)…)= Entity of pathological information (BRAIN/MENINGES,TUMOR 

RESECTION, ESOPHAGUS,PARTIAL/TOTAL RESECTION…) 

 

LITS(#CODE varchar(10), DESCRIP varchar(200), USER varchar(20), CODEDEPARTEMENT 

varchar(2), GEL bit, TEL varchar(10), ADMI varchar(10))=Entity of information of rooms and 

beds in a hospital, the code 201A indicates the bed A and the room 201. 
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DEPARTEMENT(#CODEDEPARTEMENT varchar(3), DESCRIP varchar(200), USER 

varchar(20), GEL bit)=Entity for information about the departments in a hospital (CCU, ICU, …). 

 

SPECIALITE(#CODESPECIALITE varchar(3), DESCRIP varchar(200), USER varchar(20), 

GEL bit)= Entity information of medical specialties (general, genichologue, ..) 

 

The tables of constant entities, for example the set of classified information that indicates the 

results of medical laboratory (like CBC, WBC…) is classified as constant information, as well as 

the same applies for the medical information, pharmacology information, ICD10 information, 

radiology information, and the information of insurance companies... For this reason, we must put 

this set of information in only one database (Figure 5) called (DataPrix). The medical information 

gives rise to relations with the set of clients that are subject to the subsystem of storage, its rate of 

use in the subsystem is greater than its rate of use in the medical subsystems. Hence, we should 

integrate the set of medical information in the database assuring the set of   common information 

of the subsystem of storage indicated in Figure 5 by the name DataStoc. 

 

 

Figure 5 Distribution of database in HIS  

 

The relations between patients and the common constant information as indicated in Figure 6. 
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Figure 6 Tables DATAPRIX and DATA and the relations between them 

 

6. PERSONAL INFORMATION OF PATIENTS: 

 
The entity of personal information of patients is an entity that assures a link with each entry of the 

patient which is either entry or departure by one or more days in hospital, or an entry by a specific 

treatment in the emergency service, or by a radiology, or laboratory analysis. This entity must be 

integrated in an intermediate database called DATA, and that which should assure all the 

necessary information to identify a unique person. 

 

PERSONAL(#ADMI varchar(10), MIDDLENAME varchar(50), FIRSTNAME varchar(50), 

FATHER varchar(50), FAMILYNAME varchar(1), MOTHER varchar(50), ..). 

 

6.1. Table DATAi information 

 
The table DATAi must include all the following patients’ information: 

 

-  PATIENT(#ADMI varchar(10), link with personal information, link with doctor who 

treats him, link with insurance company, date in, date out , link with entrance of ICD10, 

link with exit of ICD10, information of Discharge,  Summary…). 

- Financial information of patient: 

 

TRANS1(ADMI, patient identity, CARACT varchar(1), SERIAL int, LIGNE int, link with 

information into the constant database in DATAPRIX, the price according to an agreement with 

the insurance company…), we must indicate that (ADMI, CARACT, SERIAL,  LIGNE) is the 

primary key of table TRANS1. On the other hand, adding information from DATAPRIX into 

TRANS1 allows to make the largest amount of queries that provide a good performance for the 

execution of a query. 

 

- Information of laboratory results of a patient: 

 

TRLAB(ADMI, patient  identity, CARACT varchar(1), SERIAL int, LIGNE int, relation with 

information into the constant database in DATAPRIX, RESULTAT varchar(200)), we must 

indicate that (ADMI, CARACT, SERIAL,  LIGNE) is the primary key of table TRLAB. On the 
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other hand, adding information from DATAPRIX into TRLAB allows to make the largest amount 

of queries which provides a good performance for the execution of a query. 

TRANSO = information of doctor treating the patient. 

 

7. QUERIES  

 
To make a query for a client we must save the set of names of databases into a cursor called 

« qprogram » with indicator called « checkbox » (Figure 7) to let the client select the set of 

databases requested by his/her query, then by connecting to the server we can execute this 

algorithm that is written using the language Visual FoxPro (vfp9.0). 

 

Figure 7 Interface to indicate the filter conditions for a query (done by software CheBHosp) 

 

Algorithm for making a query on one or more databases: 

 

TJ=0 

 SELECT QPROGRAM 

 GO TOP 

 DO WHILE(!EOF()) 

   IF(QPROGRAM.ETAT) 

         TJ=TJ+1   

          MaReq=" SELECT [Column1], [Column2],…,[ColumnN] FROM        

            ["+QPROGRAM.NOM)+"].[dbo].[Table] JOIN +… 

          MaCondition         

          h=SQLEXEC(ConSQL,MaReq, "QUERYM1")    

          IF(TJ>=2)                      

IF(USED('QUERYM1')) 

       SELECT QUERY1.* FROM QUERY1; 

          INTO CURSOR QUERYM2 

            SELECT QUERY1 

            USE 
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           SELECT QUERYM1.* FROM QUERYM1; 

        UNION ALL(SELECT QUERYM2.* FROM QUERYM2); 

          INTO CURSOR QUERY1 READWRITE        

  

              SELECT QUERYM2 

          USE 

           ENDIF 

         ELSE 

            SELECT QUERYM1.* FROM QUERYM1; 

              INTO CURSOR QUERY1 READWRITE 

        ENDIF  

        SELECT QUERYM1 

        USE 

        SELECT QUERY1                   

       ENDIF 

       SELECT QPROGRAM 

       SKIP 

   ENDDO 

 

Algorithm for transferring the data between two tables DATAi et DATAj  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

8. CONCLUSION 

 
The domain of nowadays health care is seen as a domain that should be computerized with a large 

scale. The complexity  [24]. of medical information is an obvious brake[16,18]. It seems clear 

nowadays that the health information systems must evolve in order to incorporate the semantic 

[25,28], not like an ad-hoc evolution, but as a fundamental change of the architecture in the heart 

of information system. Hence, our suggestion is to integrate and partition the information 
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according to the rate of use,  is an encouraging solution in the future, namely for the huge amount 

of information that allow hospitals to reduce the expenses on material technology, and which 

permits a server of good performance to answer all the questions [17, 21,22,23] put by a hospital 

information system. The partition of this information into a set of databases assures a large 

security for the storage of information, and allows human resources department [26] to apply in 

an effective way the "job description" of employees. 
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